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A possible dark matter (DM) explanation about the long-standing issue of the Galactic 511 keV
line is explored in this paper. For DM cascade annihilations of concern, a DM pair pi+d pi
−
d annihilates
into unstable pi0dpi
0
d, and pi
0
d decays into e
+e− with new interactions suggested by the 8Be anomaly.
Considering the constraints from the effective neutrino number Neff and the 511 keV gamma-ray
emission, a range of DM is obtained, 11.6 . m
pi±
d
. 15 MeV. The typical DM annihilation cross
section today is about 3.3 × 10−29 cm3 s−1, which can give an explanation about the 511 keV line.
The MeV scale DM may be searched by the DM-electron scattering, and the upper limit set by the
CMB s-wave annihilation is derived in DM direct detections.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has been many decades since the observation of the
Galactic 511 keV gamma-ray line in 1970s [1] (see Ref.
[2] for a review), while the source of it is still unclear.
It was demonstrated by INTEGRAL [3] in 2003 that the
511 keV line originates from the electron-positron anni-
hilations in positronium states. The emission was found
to be concentrated towards the Galactic bulge region [4],
and few point-like sources have been detected by INTE-
GRAL [5, 6]. A possible explanation of the 511 keV
line is from dark matter (DM) annihilations [7–11] or de-
cays [12, 13], or new atoms binded [14]. Analysis results
of Refs. [11, 15] show that the INTEGRAL signals are
more peaked towards the center than the DM density
profiles, and the decaying DM origin of e+ is disfavored.
For DM annihilations, the interesting scenario of a pair
of DM particles annihilating into a pair of e+e− with the
DM mass . 7.5 MeV and the annihilation cross section
∼ 10−30 cm3/s is allowed by the continuum gamma-ray
emission [16, 17], while this scenario seems in tension
with the present cosmological data [18]. In addition, the
signal is difficult to be explained by the known astrophys-
ical sources [2, 18, 19]. Thus, the main source of the 511
keV emission line is unclear yet.
As the transition mechanism between DM and the
∗ jialb@mail.nankai.edu.cn
standard model (SM) particles is unknown, exotic DM
sources can still be a reasonable explanation about the
511 keV line, and possible signatures of new interactions
may bridge the hidden sector and the SM sector. Re-
cently, an apparent anomaly with 6.8σ discrepancy was
observed in 8Be transitions [20], and a new vector boson
X was suggested, with the mass mX ' 17 MeV and the
transition form X → e+e−. For possible couplings of X
with quarks and leptons, the vector form was studied in
Refs. [21, 22], and the axial vector form was analyzed in
Ref. [23] (for more discussions, see e.g., Ref. [24]). For
the possible X portal DM investigated in Refs. [25–28],
the DM in ten MeV scale is allowed by the constraints.
Apparently, the direct annihilation mode of a DM pair
→ X → e+e− is faint for the 511 keV line.
The X portal DM could potentially be the source of
the 511 keV line, while the injection of the low energy e+
becomes a crucial question. This is of our concern in this
paper. In the case of a pair of DM particles first anni-
hilating into unstable particles, then converting into SM
particles, the required low energy e+ may be obtained in
cascade annihilations (for more about this type annihila-
tions, see e.g., Refs. [29–31]). Here we consider a scenario
of three dark pions are in a triplet in the hidden sector,
with two dark charged pions being DM candidates and
the unstable neutral pion transiting into SM particles via
the X boson. The main annihilation channel is a pair of
dark charged pions → a pair of neutral dark pions which
converting into SM e+e− pairs during DM freeze-out, and
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2this mode is phase space suppressed today. In this sce-
nario, the required low energy e+ can be obtained for the
511 keV line. In addition, the constraint from the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) observation [32, 33] will
be considered in DM annihilations.
For DM with the mass ∼ 10 MeV, the dark sector
energy release to the big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) and
the effective number of relativistic neutrino Neff at the
recombination needs to be considered, and the parameter
space will be derived with these constraints. For the
ten-MeV scale DM, the DM-electron scattering can be
employed in the search of DM [34–36], and the direct
detection of DM will be discussed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
interactions in the new sector will be presented, and the
annihilations of DM will be discussed in the next. Then,
the numerical analysis with constraints are elaborated.
The last part is the conclusion.
II. INTERACTIONS IN THE NEW SECTOR
Now we briefly introduce the model. We suppose a
SU(N)d×U(1)X gauge symmetry in the hidden sector,
with the SU(N)d interactions being similar to the strong
interactions in SM (see e.g., Ref. [37] for more). Two
SM-singlet light dark quarks ud and dd are assumed to
be coupled under U(1)X . With couplings to a dark Higgs
field, the mass of the vector boson X is obtained, and
the light dark quarks ud and dd are assumed with equal
masses. At the energy below the dark QCD-like scale
ΛN , the dark chiral symmetry of the light dark quarks
is broken and three dark pions are generated, with the
two dark charged pions pi±d being DM candidates and
the neutral dark pion pi0d being unstable. Here the value
ΛN ∼ fpid is taken in the dark sector, and fpid is the dark
pion decay constant. For more about a similar case, see
the dark pions considered in Ref. [38]. In addition, SM
particles are singlets under SU(N)d. The SM fermions
suggested by the 8Be anomaly [20] couple to the X boson,
and the effective interaction mediated by X is taken as
LiI = −XµJµSM, where the SM fermion current JµSM is
JµSM =
∑
f
f¯(gVf γ
µ + gAf γ
µγ5)f . (1)
For interactions mediated by X, both vector and axial
couplings are included for SM fermions. For the excited
states of Beryllium, the anomaly was observed in the
transition of isoscalar 8Be∗, while the isovector 8Be∗′ was
not. This can be naturally explained by the primary
axial couplings of X to quarks [21–23], and the couplings
suggested by the 8Be anomaly are [23]
10−5 . max(|gAu |, |gAd |) . 10−4 , (2)
2× 10−4 .√(gAe )2 + (gVe )2/e . 2× 10−3
and |gVe gAe | . 1× 10−8 . (3)
Consider the leptonic decay of pi0d mediated by X. In
the process pi0d → e+e−, the corresponding matrix ele-
ment is taken as
〈e+e−|HX |pi0d〉 = −
λAd
m2X
〈e+e−|Jµe+e− |0〉〈0|Adµ|pi0d〉 , (4)
where λAd is the axial vector coupling in the X−pi0d inter-
action. The annihilating matrix element of pi0d is written
in the form
〈0|Adµ(x)|pi0d〉 = ifpidkµe−ik·x , (5)
where kµ is the momentum of pi
0
d. The matrix element
〈e+e−|Jµe+e− |0〉 can be obtained via Eq. (1). Provided
that the channel pi0d → X∗ → e+e− is dominant in pi0d’s
decay, the decay width of pi0d is
Γ(pi0d) ≈
(λAd )
2(gAe )
2f2pid
2pim4X
mpi0dm
2
e(1−
4m2e
m2
pi0d
)1/2 . (6)
The effective interaction between the dark scalar field
Φ and dark pions are taken as
LiΦ = −
1
2
λΦ2pi+d pi
−
d −
1
4
λ0Φ
2pi0dpi
0
d
−µΦpi+d pi−d −
1
2
µ0Φpi
0
dpi
0
d . (7)
Here the values λ0 = λ and µ0 = µ are taken for sim-
plicity. The mass difference ∆ between pi±d and pi
0
d can
be tiny for a very weak interaction in forms of the dark
charge [39]. The dark scalar could also have a weak cou-
pling to SM particles, e.g., via a mixing with SM Higgs
field [40], and a new particle φ (in the mass eigenstate)
3couples to SM particles. The effective interaction of φ
with the SM fermion is parameterized as
Liφ = −θ
mf
v
f¯fφ , (8)
where the vacuum expectation value v is v ≈ 246 GeV,
and θ is a parameter with |θ|  1.
Here the particles we focus on are relevant to the
main interactions between DM and SM particles, and
we should keep in mind that there may be more particles
in the dark sector.
III. ANNIHILATIONS OF DM
We consider that the cascade annihilation process
pi+d pi
−
d → pi0dpi0d with pi0d decaying into e+e− is dominant
during DM freeze-out, which mainly contributes by the
scattering of dark pions. The dark pion scattering am-
plitude [41] is M(pi+d pi−d → pi0dpi0d) = (s −m2pid)/f2pid , and
the corresponding annihilation cross section is
σ0vr =
1
2
β0
32pi(s− 2m2
pi±d
)
(s−m2
pi±d
)2
f4pid
, (9)
where vr is the relative velocity between the two DM
particles, and the factor 12 is due to the required pi
+
d pi
−
d
pair in DM annihilations. s is the total invariant mass
squared, and the factor β0 is β0 =
√
1− 4m2
pi0d
/s. Here
we consider that the σ0vr gives the main contribution
to the annihilation cross section during DM freeze-out,
and the value of fpid can be obtained with the DM relic
density inputted. The DM cascade annihilation is phase
space suppressed today. In the nonrelativistic limit, one
has s = 4m2
pi±d
+m2
pi±d
v2r +O(v4r), and
β0 ≈
√
v2r/4 + 2∆/mpi±d
. (10)
For the Galactic 511 keV line due to DM cascade annihi-
lations, as the energy of the injected positron should be
. 7.5 MeV [16, 17], this means that the DM mass should
be mpi±d
(' mpi0d) . 15 MeV.
We assume that the lifetime of pi0d is less than (or simi-
lar to) the age of the early universe when the temperature
T of the universe cooling to mpi0d . In this case, the num-
ber densities of dark pions are of their equilibrium values
before DM freeze-out. At T ∼ mpi0d , the effective lifetime
τeff of pi
0
d is
1
τeff
' mpi
0
d
〈Epi0d〉
Γ(pi0d) , (11)
where the averaged energy of pi0d is 〈Epi0d〉 ≈ 3.25 T . Thus,
we can derive a limit (see e.g., Ref. [40] for more)
(λAd )
2(gAe )
2f2pid & 1.775× 10−21
√
g∗mpi0d(MeV) , (12)
with fpid and mpi0d in units of GeV and MeV, respectively.
g∗ is the effective number of the relativistic degrees of
freedom.
For the s-wave process pi+d pi
−
d → φ→ e+e−, in the case
of mpi±d
< mφ  mh, the annihilation cross section is
σ1vr ≈
1
2
β1(s− 4m2e)m2e
8pi(s− 2m2
pi±d
)v2
θ2µ2
(s−m2φ)2
, (13)
where the phase space factor β1 is β1 =
√
1− 4m2e/s. For
this s-wave annihilation as small as possible, we consider
that the annihilation is away from the resonance, e.g.,
|1− 2mpi±d /mφ| & 0.15 . (14)
The CMB observation sets a stringent constraint on s-
wave annihilations of DM in MeV scale, and this con-
straint will be considered in the following.
IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
A. DM mass with constraints of Neff
For DM with the mass mpi±d
. 15 MeV, the main an-
nihilation product in SM sector is e+e−. For thermal
freeze-out DM, the value of the parameter xf = mpi±d
/Tf
is about 20, where Tf is the freeze-out temperature of
DM. This means that the electron-photon plasma in the
early universe was heated by the energy injected from
dark pions after the decoupling of the electron neutri-
nos (a typical decoupling temperature Td for neutrinos
is Td ∼ 2.3 MeV [42]). The abundance of light elements
from BBN and the CMB power spectra at recombina-
tion time can be altered by the energy injection. These
4effects can be considered in terms of the effective num-
ber of the relativistic neutrinos Neff , and the expectation
value is Neff = 3.046 in the standard cosmological pre-
diction [43, 44]. Considering the constrains on Neff with
the Planck data [32], a lower bound Neff & 2.9 is adopted
[25]. Moreover, as the mass mX  Td and the lifetime
of X  1 second, the contribution from X boson is neg-
ligible.
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FIG. 1. The effective number Neff as a function of mpid/Td.
The solid curve is for dark pions with gB = 3. The dotted
curve is for the lower bound Neff = 2.9.
The DM particles pi+d pi
−
d freeze out later than the neu-
trino decoupling, and the pi0d particles keep in the ther-
mal equilibrium with DM particles when the tempera-
ture cooling to Td. For ∆/Td  1, the number density
of DM particles is nearly twice of that of pi0d particles at
the time of the neutrino decoupling. The energy injected
from dark pions heats the electron-photon plasma, and
the effective number Neff is written in forms of [45, 46]
Neff = 3.046
[
I(0)
I(Td)
] 4
3
, (15)
where the function I(Tγ) is
I(Tγ) ' 1
T 4γ
(ρe+e− + ργ + ρpid + pe+e− + pγ + ppid)
' 11
45
pi2 +
gB
2pi2
∫ ∞
y=0
dy
y2
eξ − 1(ξ +
y2
3ξ
) , (16)
with ξ =
√
y2 + (mpid/Tγ)
2. Here Tγ is the temperature
of the photon, and the integration variable y is equal to
ppid/Tγ . For dark pions, the degree of freedom is gB =
3. The result of the effective number Neff as a function
of mpid/Td is depicted in Fig. 1. Considering the lower
bound Neff & 2.9, we obtain the result mpid/Td & 5.8 for
dark pions. As the neutrino decoupling is not a sudden
process [42–44, 47], a lower bound Td & 2 MeV is adopted
here. Now, taking mpi±d
as the value of mpid , the mass
range of DM is
11.6 . mpi±d . 15 (MeV) . (17)
In addition, for the alteration of the BBN and CMB
being as small as possible, here we consider the case that
masses of the massive mediators are larger than the dark
pion mass, e.g., with masses not smaller than mX . In
this case, the Yukawa-type potentials cannot significantly
affect the two-body wavefunction in DM nonrelativistic
annihilations [48], and the corresponding Sommerfeld en-
hancements are negligible.
B. Parameters for the 511 keV line
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FIG. 2. The value of fpid as a function of mpi±
d
.
Consider the constraint from DM relic abundance first.
The relic density of DM is ΩDh
2 = 0.1197±0.0042 [32].
Here the scattering of dark pions gives the main contri-
bution to DM annihilations (i.e., σ0vr) during DM freeze-
out. The result of fpid as a function of mpi±d
is shown in
Fig. 2. After the value of fpid being derived, in the non-
relativistic limit, one has that the annihilation of DM is
about
2× 10−25 × β0 cm3/s (18)
for the DM mass range of concern.
Now, we turn to the constraint from CMB. The CMB
constraint on the annihilation mode of a DM pair →
5e+e− was derived in Ref. [33]. For the DM of concern,
the revised upper limit of the similar mode can be ob-
tained via the DM mass multiplied by two and the cor-
responding upper limit doubled compared with that in
Ref. [33], i.e., the annihilation cross section of the pro-
cess pi+d pi
−
d → pi0dpi0d should be . (6−7)×10−30 cm3/s at
the recombination. In the DM temperature ∼ 0 limit,
∆/mpi±d
. 5 × 10−10 is adopted. The dark charge cou-
pling parameter αd (like α in SM) is related to the mass
difference ∆ [38, 39], and this means αd . 10−13 with
the constraint of CMB. Thus, we neglect the contribu-
tion via dark charge couplings in DM annihilations and
self-interactions.
In DM cascade annihilations, to obtain the Galactic
511 keV line, the required annihilation cross section is [9]
〈σ0vr〉 ∼ 4.32× 10−29
[mpi±d (MeV)
10
]2
cm3s−1, (19)
with mpi±d
in units of MeV. The typical relative velocity
near the Galactic bulge is vr ∼ 100 km/s [40]. Thus,
the typical DM annihilation cross section is about 3.3 ×
10−29cm3s−1. The DM annihilation cross section is of
the order required by the 511 keV line, and the DM of
concern can give an explanation about the 511 keV line.
Moreover, the DM annihilation cross section is tolerant
by the constraint from dwarf satellite galaxies [49].
C. Direct detections of DM
Due to the small recoil energy, the present DM-target
nucleus scattering experiment is insensible for the search
of MeV scale DM. Here, we turn to the DM-electron
scattering. In the DM-electron scattering, the typical
momentum transfer q is of order αme, with the recoil
energy of a few eV. The form of DM-electron scattering
given by Ref. [50] is adopted. Here, the DM-electron
scattering cross section is
σ¯e =
µ2
pi±d e
16pim2
pi±d
m2e
|Mpi±d e(q)|2|q2=α2m2e × |FDM(q)|
2
≈
µ2
pi±d e
4pim2
pi±d
m2e
v2
θ2µ2
m4φ
, (20)
where µpi±d e
is the pi±d -electron reduced mass, and FDM(q)
'1 is taken for mφ  αme.
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FIG. 3. The DM-electron scattering cross section σ¯e as a
function of DM mass. The curves from top to bottom are the
upper limit set by the XENON10 [51], the s-wave annihilation
constraint from CMB, the Ge detector scattering cross section
in a 1 kg-year exposure [52], and the lower detection bound
set by the neutrino background [53], respectively. The shaded
region is the range of possible values of σ¯e, with the upper
limit set by CMB (here θ2µ2/m4φ . 0.1 is taken).
Now, consider the CMB constraint on DM s-wave an-
nihilations, and take it into consideration in DM direct
detections. For the s-wave annihilation pi+d pi
−
d → φ →
e+e−, the annihilation cross section should be . 10−30
cm3/s with the constraint from CMB. Thus, we have
θ2µ2
(4m2
pi±d
−m2φ)2
. 1 , (21)
with masses in units of GeV. Considering Eq. (14),
we have θ2µ2/m4φ . 0.1. The numerical result of σ¯e
is depicted in Fig. 3. For the DM-electron scattering,
it can be seen that, the s-wave annihilation constraint
from CMB is much lower than the upper limit set by the
XENON10 [51]. For the DM of concern, the small σ¯e can
be explored by e.g., the Ge detector at low temperature of
a few K, and the scattering cross section can reach about
(5−8)×10−45 cm2 in a 1 kg-year exposure [52]. The lower
detection bound from the neutrino background is taken
as that in Ref. [53].
V. CONCLUSION
A DM interpretation of the Galactic 511 keV line has
been demonstrated in this article, i.e., a DM pair pi+d pi
−
d
6annihilates into unstable pi0dpi
0
d, and pi
0
d decays into e
+e−
with new interactions suggested by the 8Be anomaly.
Considering the constraint from Neff and the 511 keV
gamma-ray emission, a mass range of DM is obtained,
11.6 . mpi±d . 15 MeV. For the DM annihilations today,
the typical DM annihilation cross section is about 3.3 ×
10−29cm3s−1, which is of the order required by the 511
keV line. Thus, the DM of concern can give an explana-
tion about the 511 keV line.
The MeV scale DM can be searched by the DM-
electron scattering. In this paper, we consider the DM-
electron scattering mainly mediated by φ, and an upper
limit of this scattering is set by the CMB s-wave annihi-
lation (for the DM s-wave annihilation mediated by φ),
with σ¯e . 10−44 cm2. The Ge detector at low temper-
ature of a few K can be employed to search for MeV
scale DM, with the scattering cross section σ¯e reaching
about (5−8)×10−45 cm2 in a 1 kg-year exposure [52].
For the DM of concern, the lower detection bound from
the neutrino background may be reached in about 50 kg-
year exposure by the Ge detector. Moreover, if there is
a vectorial interaction between scalar DM and X, as dis-
cussed in Ref. [25], the CMB constraint on DM-electron
scattering may be relaxed. Briefly, the DM p-wave an-
nihilation mediated by X should be minor during DM
freeze-out, e.g., with the X’s contribution . 10%. In this
case, the DM-electron scattering cross section becomes
less than/or similar to 10% of the scalar DM-electron
scattering case obtained by Ref. [25], i.e., a more broad
range of the cross section allowed. We look forward to
the MeV scale DM search via the future DM-electron
scattering experiment.
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